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CB7 BUDGET PRIORITIES FOR THE FY2019 NYC CAPITAL BUDGET 
November 8, 2017 

 
New York Public Library 

1. Renovation of the Basement of the Bloomingdale Branch Library                               appx $4M  
The basement of the Bloomingdale branch library (on West 100th Street between Amsterdam and Columbus 
Avenues) was rescued from moribund dead storage of useless items during FY 2016, and has been laying fallow 
(apart from use as a staging area for maintenance efforts and supplies) ever since. 
 
The raw space presents an unprecedented opportunity to meet a variety of needs of the community that the 
Bloomingdale branch library serves.  Among other things, it is served by a working elevator, and is thus fully 
handicap-accessible.  Without limiting the scope of potential uses, or the results of more direct community 
outreach and feedback which CB7 intends to include in this process, the basement space could be configured to 
accommodate computer resources, programming space for health, wellness and fitness programs, additions to 
the hard copy collections, and community meetings and outreach efforts by the NYPL and by local community 
groups. 
 
The initial concept for design and renovation would be to configure the space to have modular or flexible 
dividers to enable a larger space to be subdivided depending on the size and needs of various programs, 
potentially with dedicated space for computer resources in one wing of the space, and potentially with 
additional fixed facilities such as rest rooms.  (New)  
 
Department of Transportation 

2. Fund street-scape safety improvements.          $1M 
Safety at many street intersections could be helped by simple- to- build street improvements.  Locations include 
the northbound service road on Riverside Drive, the 95th St exit from the Henry Hudson Pkwy, 97th & Riverside 
Drive, 95th & Riverside Drive, 96th & West End Ave, 66th St between Amsterdam & West End Aves. Bulb-outs 
with sidewalk extensions help decrease the turning radius to slow turning vehicles and shorten the crossing 
distance for the pedestrian.  Starting with those improvements identified in CB7’s Nelson-Nygaard study of the 
West 90’s, and reviewed and approved by CB7- traffic islands, curb extensions, and simple traffic guiding 
changes should be implemented to make this area safer.  Beginning with the corners in CB7 identified as the 
most dangerous to cross -  those reported with failure to yield crashes,  violations,  and those reported with 
vehicles turning with excessive speed - corner curb extensions should be implemented to slow turning vehicles 
and shorten the pedestrian crossing.  In the most dangerous intersections overall, directed lane treatments, 
islands, signal changes, countdown signals, and raised crosswalks should all be considered, reviewed, and 
implemented for what would effectively improve safety. (FY14#23; FY15#8; FY16#10;FY17#1; FY18#3) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

3. Frederick Douglass Playground, West 100nd Street-102nd Street and Amsterdam Avenue.   
Replace the synthetic turf field ($2.2M), which has outlived its life span; repave the handball courts ($325K).   
(FY16#27; FY17#24: FY18#26.) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation  

4. Cherry Walk, Riverside Park, 100th to 129th Streets, at the Hudson River.  Path illumination only.            $1.2M  
The Cherry Walk is the section of the Hudson River Greenway that runs from 100th Street to 129th Street along 
the river in Riverside Park.  Unlike other parts of the Greenway, this 30-block section, built in 2000, has never 
had lighting, creating grave hazards for nighttime users.  In non-daylight hours, the outline of the path is difficult 
to discern, and it is often impossible for users to see one another. Conditions are particularly challenging for 
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those traveling north, who are blinded by the headlights of oncoming cars on the Henry Hudson Parkway. 
Making matters worse, the path splits around trees or patches of grass at some points, and the pavement 
overall is deteriorating, with numerous cracks, tree-root protrusions, making the lack of lighting all the more 
dangerous. 
 
The New York City Department of Transportation (DOT) recently indicated an intent to install B-pole lighting 
along the length of the Cherry Walk in the near future and has identified funds available to do it.  However, the 
agency is looking for approximately $200,000 from elected officials – specifically, Council Members Rosenthal 
and Levine and/or Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer -- to supplement its contribution.  (FY18#1.) 
 
Department of Transportation 

5. Fund speed and red light cameras (including dummy cameras) throughout MCD7.) 
Speeding near schools continues to be a problem throughout the district, with some areas, such as West 
95th/West 96th Street-with nearby entrances/exits to the Henry Hudson Parkway, a particular 
concern.  Strategically placed speed cameras would make the areas close to schools much safer for children and 
all pedestrians. (FY14#19; FY15#5;FY16#9;FY17#17;FY18#18) 
Failure to yield & running red/amber lights with the resultant vehicular/pedestrian accidents resulting in serious 
injury and/or loss of life - continues to be a serious concern throughout the district. The placement of red light 
cameras - particularly in areas known to be at a high risk for vehicular/pedestrian conflicts - would send a strong 
message to operators of vehicles that speeding and improper/illegal movements will not be tolerated, and 
violators will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. (FY14#19; FY15#24; FY16#15;FY17#19;FY18#21) 
 
Department of Transportation 

6. Visually Handicapped - Accessibility. 
Those of our community with handicaps, are frequently unable to share in a quality of life open to others and a 
free access to the world outside their homes.  Moving along the streets, the visually handicapped have no way 
of knowing if it is safe to cross the street  We are recommending  that audible signals be developed by DOT to 
indicate red lights.  (FY15#12; FY16#26;FY17#9;FY18#11) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation  

7. Kayak Dock, 72nd Street at Hudson River.                                            $350K         
The kayak dock at 72nd Street and the Hudson in Riverside Park needs to be repaired in order to restore the free 
kayaking program that it serves.  Non-profit volunteer groups conducted a free kayaking program throughout 
each summer at the 72nd Street location since the dock was installed there in 2003 through 2015.  Over 90,000 
people participated in the free kayaking program during that time.  The program encourages New Yorkers to 
engage with the river, is a great source of free active recreation and is a natural site for education about safe 
boating and waterfront ecology.  In the spring of 2016, one of the dock’s pilings failed, making the launching site 
unusable, and the free kayaking program had to be suspended pending restoration of the dock and its 
underwater infrastructure.  Borough President Brewer and Council Member Helen Rosenthal allocated $195,000 
and $210,000 respectively for FY18, but the project is now determined to cost more than previously anticipated.   
An additional $350,000 is needed.  (FY18#2.) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

8. Reconstruct basketball courts, active recreation and ramped stairs at W102nd Street in Riverside Park. $1.8M 
Work will include the reconfiguration of the area of existing active recreation located at W102nd Street. The 
existing basketball courts will be resurfaced and additional areas of active recreation will be added to 
complement the pending completion of the 102nd Street Field House and Riverside Park Conservancy Sports 
Camp. The existing ramped stairs, connecting the Promenade with the 102nd Street soccer field and Field House, 
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have been closed to the public because of a significant deterioration in the condition resulting in extremely 
hazardous conditions. Park users, many of them young children, now have to take a much longer route to reach 
the recreation area. The stair requires major structural improvements and a total reconstruction.  Substantial 
recent allocations by Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer and Council Member Helen Rosenthal have 
proved insufficient to fund this project at the current estimated cost of $1.8 million, so additional funds are 
sought. (FY15#16; FY16#6; FY17#7; FY18#7.) 
 
Department of Transportation 

9. Replacement of curb-cuts. 
DOT does not have funding to repair existing curb-cuts/pedestrian ramps.  CB7 is conducting a survey of all curb-
cuts in the district.  Phase One of the survey covering 57 curb-cuts from West 60th-89th Streets identified the 
following conditions: 10 super-bad; i.e.: basically impassable, require immediate fix; 23 severe cases; definitely 
high-priority and should be repaired as soon as possible; 15 bad but not yet terrible, yet if allowed to deteriorate 
would probably become severe cases; 9 not great but not good; bear watching.  (FY13#3; FY14#9; FY15#21; 
FY16#8;FY17#16;FY18#17.) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation  

10. Equipment for District #7 and Riverside Park.        $345K 
Purchase a mini-packer for garbage collection ($110,000), a pickup truck with snow plow, salt spreader and 
Tommy lift gate ($55,000); and a Toolcat multi-purpose vehicle, including snow plow, snow brush, cleaning 
brush and front-end loader bucket ($90,000) for CD7; and a similar multi-purpose vehicle for Riverside Park. 
These vehicles are necessary for the park operations.  They will permit far more efficient deployment of the 
limited number of staff personnel, reduce or eliminate waiting times for existing shared vehicles to become 
available and/or to be repaired, and reduce unnecessary use of fuel.  Council Member Helen Rosenthal has 
allocated funds for several vehicles in the recent past, but heavy use, additional wear and tear on existing 
vehicles and other factors result in these additional vehicles being highly important to park operations. (Similar: 
FY12#3; FY13#4; FY14#4; FY15#3; FY16#4; FY17#5, FY18#6.)  
 
Housing Preservation & Development 

11. Create more affordable permanent supportive housing and prevent evictions due to attrition of affordable 
units. (FY17#12;FY18#13) 
 
New York Public Library 

12. Renovation of the Performing Arts Library (Lincoln Center)                                    $5.5M  
The Performing Arts Library serves both local and City-wide needs.  It is ideally located within the Lincoln Center 
campus, an easy walk from Carnegie Hall, LaGuardia High School and the Special Music School among many 
other public schools, and Fordham; is a short commute from the Manhattan School of Music, Mannes College of 
Music, and other colleges and conservatories.  The Performing Arts Library boasts a vigorous circulation and is 
heavily used, and enhances the cultural identity and resources of our Upper West Side community.   
 
The building is in need of extensive need of system-wide structural renovation, including foundation 
waterproofing; sidewalk replacement and drainage management; safety and security upgrades such as 
improved exterior lighting, replacement of exterior doors and security cameras; as well as replacement of the 
HVAC systems including steam pressure stations, air compressors and steam heaters.   
The A/C component (a $350K upgrade) is critical both to meet the needs of library users as well as to promote 
the preservation of fragile manuscripts, scores and original ephemera.  (FY14-#12; FY15-#18; FY16-
#14;FY17#14;FY18-#15.) 
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Department of Parks and Recreation  
13. Cherry Walk, Riverside Park, 100th to 129th Streets, at the Hudson River.         $5M 

Full reconstruction of the existing bicycle and pedestrian path to the extent still needed after potential 
“resurfacing to state of good repair” by DPR under a Borough-wide contract, including repaving the existing 
asphalt path, installing new park security lighting, and reconstructing sections of the existing rip rap edge and 
the landscape between the Henry Hudson Parkway and Hudson River.  The Cherry Walk is part of the Hudson 
River Greenway.  Since it was constructed nearly two decades ago, and particularly as other sections of the 
Greenway to the north and south of this segment have been opened, the number of cyclists using the Cherry 
Walk, both commuters and recreational cyclists, has exploded.  The Cherry Walk is also heavily used by walkers 
and runners.  It was built without lighting, which makes it dangerous after dark.  Furthermore, it has suffered 
substantial deterioration because of its vulnerable location, unusual storms and its heavy use.  It is subject to 
increasing flooding and deterioration with rising sea levels unless it is substantially reconstructed and partially 
relocated, generally per the 2016 Riverside Park Master Plan. (FY16#2; FY17#3; FY18#4.) 
 
Department for the Aging 

14. Frederick Douglass Houses Senior Center. 
Space and funding for renovation of the senior center at Douglass Houses to be run by DFTA, especially the 
outside perimeter. This could be the seed of a NORC in a community where there are more than 1000 
underserved seniors. (FY17#3;FY18#5) 
 
Department of Transportation 

15. Increase funding for street and curb lane resurfacing.                    $200K/lane mile 
There are 193.6 lane miles of paved streets in CD7, slightly more than 10% of the lane mileage of all of 
Manhattan.  The huge increase in street cuts for utility work, including fiber optics and cable, and construction 
has left CD7’s streets in dire shape.  Side streets and intersections are particularly rutted. Many blocks on 
Broadway, Amsterdam Avenue and Columbus Avenue have ruts as deep as 6 inches in the parking lanes near the 
curbs.  (FY05#14; FY06#11; FY08#12; FY08#13; FY09#18; FY10#9; FY11#15; FY12#4; FY13#2; FY14#14; FY15#15; 
FY16#18;FY17#7;FY18#8) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

16. Soldiers and Sailors Monument, West 89th Street on Riverside Drive.                     $30M  
Restore the interior and exterior of the Monument, provide ADA access to the terrace and restore the plaza 
areas.  A recent engineering study commissioned by OMB concluded that this 115-year old monument dedicated 
to the Union Army is in an advanced state of deterioration and may have to be fenced off to protect the public 
from falling stonework.  It is literally falling apart, with loosened joints, chipped stone and various other types of 
damage from the passage of time and from vandalism.  (Expense/Study Only: FY05#13; FY06#18; FY07#23; 
Capital: FY08#17; FY09#19; FY10#17; FY11#7; FY12#9; FY13#7; FY14#20; FY15#22; FY16#13; FY17#8; FY18#9.) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

17. Renovation of Anibal Aviles Playground, West 108th Street and Amsterdam Avenue.                       $4.3M 
Renovate the playground, including new play equipment, safety surface, drinking fountain, lighting, fencing and 
landscaping. (FY13#16; FY14#18; FY15#20; FY16#21; FY17#11;FY18#10) 
 
Department of Transportation/Department of Environmental Protection 

18. Reconstruct Riverside Drive, West 104th-110th Streets.                                                                    $2.95M 
Funding to build the sidewalk along Riverside Drive for better bus access for pedestrians. (FY18#12)  
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Department of Transportation 
19. Pedestrian-initiated traffic crossings in Central Park. 

Electric and other infrastructure, and programming capacity, to coordinate traffic signals in Central Park 
electronically, including providing the ability for pedestrian walk signals to be activated by "push buttons" when 
pedestrians want to cross the Drives.  The traffic signals in Central Park were installed decades ago, essentially to 
govern private motor vehicle traffic, which has increasingly been prohibited in the Park.  CB7 supports, at a 
minimum, a trial period during which all private motor vehicles would be prohibited from using the Drives at all 
times.  But currently, regardless of time of day and the amount of motor traffic and other conditions in the Park, 
the signals on the Drives can only be governed manually.  The confusion among cyclists as to whether they 
must to stop at red lights when no pedestrians are crossing, and the failure of many cyclists to do so -- among 
other factors -- has highlighted the need to provide up to date functionality to the traffic signal system in Central 
Park, so that the thousands of recreational users -- pedestrians (including runners), cyclists, skaters, etc. -- can 
be made as safe as possible from collisions on the Drives. (FY16#12;FY17#13;FY18#14) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

20. Dinosaur Playground, West 97th Street, Riverside Park                      $2.5M 
Reconstruct the playground, including new play equipment and swings, safety surface, update of bathrooms in 
the adjacent comfort station, which would be made accessible for people with disabilities. (FY10#23; FY11#14; 
FY12#13; FY13#12; FY14#22; FY15#23; FY16#22;FY17#15;FY18#16) 
 
NYC Housing Authority 

21. Plumbing and sewer systems.                           $25M 
Allocate funding to upgrade plumbing and sewer systems at Wise Consolidation Housing Complexes and 
Douglass Houses.  38 brownstones at Wise are using outdated Cooper B Union Shower Bodies long past their 60-
year expiration. (FY18#19) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation  

22. Green Outlook, Riverside Park                         $4M  
Build the "Green Outlook" facility on the no longer needed south parking lot near the 96th Street tennis courts, 
including a landscaped overlook, a solar-powered comfort station using state-of-the-art compost technology and 
a sustainable parks maintenance building. This project would serve thousands of Greenway users, tennis players 
and other park users. This project would “green” a currently paved space and dedicate it to park users.  Total 
cost: $5.5M (The Riverside Clay Tennis Assn. plans to raise $2 million, including $500,000 for a maintenance 
endowment, but has thus far raised very little.)  Then-Council Member Brewer allocated $1.2M for this project 
several years ago, but, given the apparently intractable and very large funding shortfall, that money was recently 
re-allocated to another project in Riverside Park for which bids had come in over the budgeted amount. 
(FY15#17; FY16#19; FY17#20; FY18#22.) 
 
Department of Transportation 

23. Funding for an Upper West Side pilot for variable traffic signal timing. 
Many intersections have variable crowd conditions depending on time of day - for instance, when schools let 
out, the PM rush hour, the AM rush, etc. DOT has said they cannot at this time program traffic signals by time of 
day. We believe this technology is important for safety, and must be pursued. (FY14#7;FY15#25;FY16#17; 
FY17#21;FY18#22)  
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Department of Parks and Recreation        
24. Sol Bloom Playground (West 91st-92nd Streets, CPW-Columbus Avenue.)      $1.7M 

Renovate the schoolyard, which serves P.S. 84 and the adjacent community, into a multi-purpose play area with 
synthetic turf that can be fully utilized by the students during the school day and neighborhood youths after school 
and on weekends.  Council Member Helen Rosenthal has allocated $750,000, which has been assigned to DOE.  A 
decision is pending as to whether DOE should handle this project. (FY14#17; FY15#19; FY16#20; FY17#23; 
FY18#24.)   
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

25. Gertrude Ederle Recreation Center, West 60th Street.       $500K 
Replace skylight over the multi-purpose room, built in the early 1900’s, in the old portion of the building.  During 
heavy rains, activities currently have to be suspended because of leaking, which is damaging the rubber floor.  
(FY16#23; FY17#23; FY18#25.) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

26. Booker T. Washington Playground, West 107th Street to West 108th Street, between Columbus Avenue and 
Amsterdam Avenue.                                                                               $1.6M 
Replacement of synthetic turf and hand ball court. (Similar: FY18#27) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

27. Verdi Park, West 72nd-73rd Streets at Broadway/Amsterdam Avenue.                              
$TBD for renovation; $3500 each for additional solar trash compactors. 
Verdi Park is overrun with rats.  It has an extremely high ratio of food consumption to square footage.  Its benches 
attract a large number of homeless people, and its current plantings facilitate the establishment of rat burrows.  
Then-Council Member Brewer allocated $50,000 several years ago for the purchase of 10 solar trash compactors 
for Verdi Park, but those funds were never deployed and could not be deployed for trash compactors.  Rather, 
they were held to be deployed as partial funding for a reconstruction of Verdi Park that would address the 
problems leading, among other things, to the heavy rat infestation.  Meanwhile, Council Member Helen Rosenthal 
provided funds for three solar trash compactors, which have been installed.  Several more are needed; see CB7’s 
FY19 Expense Budget priorities.  FY18#28.) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

28. Happy Warrior Playground, West 99th Street and Amsterdam Avenue, PS163.                                     $2.55M 
Repave the multi-purpose play area; rebuild and expand the parkhouse as a district headquarters for M&O, 
eliminating the need for DPR staff to use a trailer; and add a storage facility. (FY16#28;FY17#25;FY18#28) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

29. Matthew Sapolin Playground, West 70th Street, PS199.      
Upgrade the playground, including resurfacing the pavement around spray shower, replacing the safety surface, 
and replacing the backboards.  (FY16#29;FY17#26;FY18#29)  
 
Department of Transportation 

30. Fund a speed/red light camera pilot to enforce TLC (only) violations. 
Pending a check of the legality of such a program, this would catch TLC-licensed vehicles who are speeding or 
running red lights, or other illegal movements. (FY16#30;FY17#27;FY18#30) 
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Department of Parks and Recreation 

31. Restoration of the perimeter sidewalk along Central Park West.            $400K/block          
The Park’s perimeter sidewalks along Central Park West have buckled and present tripping hazards.  Hex pavers, 
curbs and benches would be replaced.  Columbus Circle has been reconstructed, and the CPW sidewalks in its 
immediate vicinity have been restored.  The section of the sidewalk between 86th and 90th Streets was recently 
reconstructed through a project of the Central Park Conservancy that is restoring the adjacent landscape within 
the park.  The remaining sections of the CPW sidewalk along Central Park from 77th Street to 109th Street still 
need funding for restoration. (FY07#10; FY08#20; FY09#25; FY10#26; FY11#19; FY12#17; FY13#17; FY14#25; 
FY15#26; FY16#31; FY17#29; FY18#32.) 
 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

32. Phase 3 of Restoration of West 69th Street Transfer Bridge in Riverside Park. 
The West 69th Street Transfer Bridge in Riverside Park off of West 69th Street is a unique relic of the industrial 
history of the Riverside Park South area as a major freight rail yard.  The plans for Riverside Park South have 
always included restoration of the Transfer Bridge.  Phase 2 of the restoration is fully funded and is in the final 
design phase.  Phase 3 would connect the Transfer Bridge with the adjacent Esplanade, allowing members of the 
public to access the Transfer Bridge itself for recreational and educational uses. (FY17#29;FY18#32) 
 
NYC Transit 

33. Elevators and escalators in subways.    
Funding for elevators and escalators in all subway renovations. (FY17#30;FY18#33) 
 


